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Abstract Three earthquakes have etched themselves into the collective memories of South
Australians, the damaging 1897 Kingston-Beachport, 1902 (so-called) Warooka and 1954
Adelaide earthquakes but thousands more earthquakes in SA have been recorded since 1954,
or were reported before the first seismograph was installed in Adelaide on 26 June 1909. The
1902 and 1954 earthquakes damaged buildings in Adelaide as did an earthquake in 1840 just
after the city was born. Chimneys in Burra were knocked down in an earthquake in 1896. On
average, between one and two earthquakes per month are reported felt in South Australia today
(Alison Wallace – pers. comm.), but only half of these would be reported by the media which is
a useful yardstick for historical studies such as this report.
Several hundred earthquakes felt in Australia have been documented in three volumes of the
Isoseismal Atlas of Australia and by Malpas (1993) and others but sources have not yet been
exhausted as is demonstrated with new information on 51 felt earthquakes, many of which have
not had a magnitude and location tabulated before. An earthquake in 1911 previously assigned
to the Eyre Peninsula has been relocated to Gulf St Vincent, an example of an interesting
feature of SA seismicity; the occasional almost simultaneous occurrence of earthquakes in
different parts of the state.
The combined Modified Mercalli intensity dataset has been used to make an earthquake hazard
assessment for Adelaide, the result is in the same ballpark as that of Christchurch New
Zealand, of the order of a thousand years return period for a destructive earthquake.
Introduction
The seismicity of South Australia has been
intensively studied in the post-modern
instrumental period starting 1963 at Adelaide
University by David Sutton and his students
(notably Roy White, Ian Stewart, Richard
Parham and Peter Shackleford). Stewart
Greenhalgh and Roy McDougall at Flinders
University inherited the seismograph network
after David Sutton’s untimely death in 1979,
before it was finally housed within the SA
State Government a few years later and
managed by David Love to the present time
(see the reference list at the end of this paper).
Figure 1 Seismicity of South Australia in 2010
(coloured dots) superposed on the 1840-2009 set
of known earthquakes (grey dots) [from Love,
2011].

The map of recent earthquakes in Figure 1
(Love, 2011 - DMITRE website) shows the
main seismic zone extending from Kangaroo
Island northward through the Mt Lofty and
Flinders Ranges with lateral branches southwest along the Eyre Peninsula extending also
to the north-east, and another fracture off towards Broken Hill. At the northern end of the
Flinders Ranges the seismicity becomes more dispersed. There is a prominent group of
earthquakes along the continental shelf and into the Otway Basin in the south-east of the State.

Historical research has been conducted into pre-instrumental earthquakes in South Australia by
many researchers in two distinct periods, pre-1910 and post-1958. In the first period, the
Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science established a Seismological
Committee which listed felt earthquakes. George Hogben wrote that 81 South Australian
earthquakes were noted in the decade prior to 1892 (Malpas (1993) lists ~90 in that period).
The two largest earthquakes in the State were in 1897 near Kingston and Beachport in the
south-east, magnitude 6.5, and the second, an earthquake south-west of Adelaide in 1902, the
so-called Warooka earthquake, magnitude 6.0. Until a similar sized earthquake struck
Newcastle in December 1989, the most destructive Australian earthquake since European
occupation was the magnitude 5.6 Adelaide earthquake of 1st March 1954 that caused £3M
damage.
Isoseismal maps for South Australian earthquakes are included in three atlases by Everingham
and others (1982), Rynn and others (1987) and McCue (1996). Included are maps of 9, 15 and
34 South Australian earthquakes respectively. The most comprehensive compilation of
isoseismal maps was made by Malpas (1993) who drew up an additional 49 isoseismal maps
and listed hundreds more earthquake details.
With the scanning of many early South Australian newspapers such as the Border Watch
(Mount Gambier) by the Australian National Library, far more information is now available than
could be accessed when the author drew up his first isoseismal map which happened to be of
the 1897 Kingston-Beachport earthquake (McCue, 1975). Why bother when there was a
contemporary map by Dodwell (1910) reproduced by Everingham & others (1987)? Dodwell
only covered reports from South Australia, not Victoria, NSW or Tasmania, and did not plot spot
intensities.
Below are details of earthquakes that have been studied via the ANL TROVE site, but not all the
local newspapers have been digitised yet. Some of the earthquakes were investigated
previously by Malpas (1993) and results are included to compare the two studies.
1840 03 31 07:00 UTC, Adelaide
Malpas (1993) assigned this earthquake a magnitude of just 2.7, probably based on the
newspaper article below. However a manuscript diary of the late Mrs. John Michael Skipper,
who arrived in South Australia in 1836 (The Register, Saturday 20 May 1911, page 14) carries
the following note:
On April 1, 1840, appears mention of the fact that an earthquake brought down an
"old, ricketty wall' at the Southern Cross Hotel, and also some glasses.
The South Australian of Thursday 2 April 1840 carried the following story:
EARTHQUAKE-On Tuesday afternoon last, about 4 o'clock, a slight shock of an
earthquake was felt in this city, and for several miles around. The rareness of this
phenomenon has rendered it an occasion of much remark; but, beyond the shaking
of a few articles of furniture – of not more than a few seconds duration – we are
happy to state no inconvenience was felt.
The reports are conflicting but, accepting the diary version, obviously the magnitude had to be
bigger than 2.7, at a minimum 4.0, no matter how rickety the wall. This is the first reported
earthquake damage anywhere in South Australia, or Australia for that matter, since European
occupation. By 1911 earthquakes were an accepted fact in South Australia judging by a
discussion on the safety of the Burra Hospital in parliament that year (The Register, Friday 15
December 1911, page 11).
1849 02 10 11:00 UTC, Gawler Town
The South Australian, Friday 16 February 1849, page 2 notes:
On Saturday evening, at about eight o'clock, the shock of an earthquake was felt very

distinctly in the neighbourhood of Gawler Town, and for some miles round. It lasted for
about eight seconds, and was sufficiently strong to throw the human frame into an
involuntary shudder, and to set the crockery and pannicans dancing.
A comment about this earlier earthquake in the newspaper report of the 1859 earthquake
discussed below indicates that the two were similar so we assign them the same magnitude and
location.
1859 06 30 21:00 UTC, Gawler
This earthquake, a slight shock at 6a.m. on Friday last the 1st inst., was reported in The South
Australian Advertiser of Friday 8 July 1859, page 2 and in the South Australian Register of
Tuesday 3 January 1860, page 3. The latter mentions it was felt at Gawler and also at Lyndoch
Valley, Tanunda and other parts of the colony. It must have occurred near Gawler and it must
have been small, about magnitude 3. It was not reported felt in Adelaide.
1860 03 28 Morning, Truro - an explosion
On Tuesday 1st May it was reported on page 3 of The South Australian Advertiser under
Miscellaneous Extracts that a shock of earthquake was felt, rather strongly, at Truro and Wheal
Barton, a mine site where clocks were stopped and started. The South Australian Register of
Friday 30 March, page 2 however, had already reported that it was caused by the explosion of 3
barrels of gunpowder, inadvertently left on site when the mine closed.
1860 06 01 13:20 UTC, Port Adelaide
The South Australian Register of Monday June 4, 1860, page 3 mentions an earthquake felt at
the Port at 20 minutes past 10 on Friday ‘morning’ (the following day’s Register corrects the
morning to evening).
EARTHQUAKE. — A very distinct shock of an earthquake was felt at about 20 minutes
past 10 o'clock on Friday morning (evening) by many persons in Port Adelaide and its
neighbourhood. The house in which our Port Reporter resides, which is built of wood,
was suddenly shaken, as though something heavy had fallen against it. The crockery
on the shelves rattled, and at the same time two reports resembling cannon at a short
distance were heard. The shock was felt by many other persons in the Port, as well as
on the Peninsula, at the Pilot Station, and at Queenstown. The captain of one of the
vessels in the harbour, who was on deck at the moment, felt his ship heave and grate
against the wharf, and numbers of fish were observed to leap from the water. All the
accounts agree as to the time and description of the shock.
1862 01 04 14:15 UTC, Lacepede Bay
The South Australian Advertiser, Friday 10th January 1862 page 3.
KINGSTON, LACEPEDE BAY.
[From our own Correspondent.] January 6.
Last Saturday night the inhabitants of this township and neighbourhood were much
alarmed at the shock of an earthquake. This occurrence took place shortly after 11
o'clock at night, and continued for about a quarter of an hour. The shaking of their
houses, and ringing of their crockery, alarming them considerably. It was preceded by
noises similar to the rumbling of thunder.
The Border Watch of January 13th also reports it was felt very severely at Guichen Bay and
Robe, at about a quarter past eleven. The duration of a quarter of an hour reported at Kingston
is surely a great exaggeration, at Robe it was felt for just a few seconds. The Sydney Morning
Herald of Monday 13 January 1862, page 5, reports that the earthquake was also felt at Mt
Gambier, citing the Telegraph-master at Guichen Bay. With an epicentre near Robe the
magnitude is ~4.8, but if it was nearer Kingston, an even larger magnitude is implied.

This is surely far too early to be called a foreshock and had probably been long forgotten in the
south-east by the time the large earthquake struck on 10 May 1897.
1862 03 19 05:30 UTC Adelaide and Morphett Vale
South Australian Register, Friday 21 March 1862, page 2.
Shock of an Earthquake.— A shock of an earthquake was distinctly felt in Adelaide
between 2 and 3 o'clock on Wednesday, March 19. While Mr. J. H. Parr was engaged
in selling some horses at the John Bull Yards a rumbling sound was noticed. It was,
our informant says, 'like the rumbling of a heavy wagon over the street.' The shock
was also felt by other persons in town. Mr. Arthur Hardy states that it was quite
perceptible at Mount Lofty, and resembled very much the noise produced by a dray
sliding sideways down a rocky declivity.
The Argus Melbourne, Monday 31 March 1862 page 6.
THE RECENT SHOCK OF AN EARTHQUAKE.
-It will be seen from our Morphett Vale correspondent's letter that the shock of an
earthquake was felt at that place about the same time as in Adelaide. We understand
that it was also perceived at Norwood, and resembled very much the distant
explosion of gunpowder.
The South Australian Advertiser, Thursday 27 March 1862, page 3.
NOARLUNGA.
[From our own Correspondent.] March 25.
The noise lately heard, and supposed to be from some earthquake, was distinctly
heard both on land and sea in this quarter. It has been compared to a load report of a
cannon, or blasting of stone, and to a number of lesser ones, as if a number of
gunpowder cannisters had been fired off one after the other.
The magnitude had to be at least 3.2 to have been felt so widely.
1862 12 14 ~21:30 UTC, Saddleworth
Figure 2 The red ellipse delineates the felt area of
the December 1892 Saddleworth earthquake as
determined using TROVE information. The vertical
yellow line is a 50km scale bar.

The Mercury, Friday 2 January 1863 page 3.
EARTHQUAKE.– Many of the residents of
Black Springs were much surprised and
alarmed on Monday, December 15, by
severe shocks of an earthquake. Some of
those persons who had risen from their
night's repose rushed to their doors in their
fright and wonderment, to see the cause.
Some felt the earth's oscillations from west
to north: others felt a kind of return shock
proceeding from north to west; some of
those who had risen from their beds declare they felt the earth upheave and fall down
again beneath them; others described it as waving up and down; while those again
who were in a recumbent position in their beds describe the earth's motion as a violent

trembling.
The Maitland Mercury & Hunter River General Advertiser, Thursday 8 January 1863, page 3
mentions an earthquake felt at Kapunda, Clare, Tothil’s (Tothill’s) Creek, Black Springs and
other parts. The South Australia Register, Tuesday 16th December 1862, page 3 mentions it
was felt at Auburn at 27 minutes past 6 am on 13th December (KMc.- surely a mistaken date) for
4 seconds. The South Australian Advertiser of Wednesday 17th December, page 2 also
mentions it was felt strongly at Hill River and enough to alarm people at Riverton and the
previous day’s issue says it was felt at Butcher’s Gap and Saddleworth. The time at Kapunda,
138.9°E, is ~an hour behind Sydney which is 10 hours ahead of GMT. With an epicentre near
34.1°S, 138.8°E, commensurate with the reports, the felt radius corresponds to a magnitude of
at least 3.8, depending on where the ‘other parts’ were.
Malpas (1993) examined newspaper records in Adelaide to draw her isoseismal map and
assigned it a magnitude of 4.2 and an epicentre at 34.07°S, 138.7°E, bigger than the estimate
here (hers is preferred, she probably had more data) but at virtually the same epicentre.
The year 1863 seems to have been one of those years with above average numbers of
earthquakes.
1863 04 15 ~12:30 UTC, Morphett Vale
On Wednesday (15th) the weather was exceedingly warm, and in the evening the
shock of an earthquake was distinctly heard and felt here about half-past 9 o'clock.
The sound resembled that of thunder, and the windows and dishes were made to
rattle. [South Australian Register, Saturday 18 April 1863, page 3].
Again we are comfortable assigning this magnitude 3.5 with an epicentre near Morphett Vale.
1863 05 30 17:00 UTC, Kapunda
A small earthquake was felt locally at 2a.m., perhaps magnitude ≥3.0 since it woke the local
correspondent for the South Australian Register (Thursday 4 June 1863, page 3).
1863 07 21 09:00 UTC, Port Augusta
The South Australian Advertiser, Thursday 30 July 1863, page 3.
PORT AUGUSTA.
[From our own Correspondent.] July 25.
On Tuesday evening, July 21, at 6 p.m., Port Augusta time, we were visited with the
heaviest shock of an earthquake I ever experienced in South Australia, the direction
being from south-east to north-west, and duration as near as I can judge from 40
seconds to a minute. I was preparing for tea on table in the adjoining room when a
strange grating, rumbling sound, somewhat resembling a bullock dray grubbing along
the corner of the weather boarded building, startled me, simultaneously with which the
tea things and lamp appeared to have commenced dancing on the table. I felt the floor
shake under my feet; the shock passed across the Gulf; and at the pilot-house—
opposite shore—it shook the wooden tenement sufficiently to stop the clock on the
mantlepiece, as well as alarming the in-mates. The same shock was distinctly felt on
Section 869, adjoining Stirling, but no one appears to have noticed it in Stirling
township. At Corunna, the Gawler Ranges, north-west country, it was also distinctly felt,
and by parties driving in from there.
The felt radius is at least 50km and the location probably SW of Port Augusta, otherwise the
magnitude would be much larger and the earthquake would have been more widely reported.
1863 10 03 Morning - time not specified, South-east
The shock of an earthquake was felt on Saturday morning last throughout Strathdownie Victoria,

and the Border Stations. It was accompanied by a rumbling noise.
1863 11 29 05:00 UTC, Finniss Vale
On Saturday week last, about 2 o'clock in the afternoon, the shock of an earthquake
was very sensibly felt in this neighbourhood; its direction appeared to be from south to
north, and was accompanied by a loud rumbling noise like thunder, which was distinctly
heard several miles distant. A few days preceding the earthquake the weather was
peculiarly hot and sultry; so much so, indeed, as to lead Mr. Hargraves to remark that
such an occurrence might be expected.
So reported the South Australian Register on 11 December 1863, page 3. We can assume the
epicentre was nearby Finniss Vale near the Palmer Fault and the earthquake was not large, and
until more information is available it will be assumed to be 3.5.
1882 05 12 05:45 UTC, Southern Yorke Peninsula
A report in the South Australian Advertiser, Friday 18 May 1882, page 7 reads:
WAROOKA, MAY 13.—A slight shock of earthquake was felt here and on the lower
portion of the Peninsula on May 12, at about 3 o'clock p.m. In one house the rocking
motion was strong enough to shake down a vase off the mantelshelf, but no damage
has been reported.
The South Australian Advertiser, Tuesday 16 May 1882 reports on page 4:
Correspondents at Corney Point and Levens report a shock of earthquake on Friday
May 12. A gentleman writing from the first-mentioned place, says:— "On Friday,
about 3 p.m., this locality was visited by a slight shock of earthquake, lasting for a few
seconds. The light tower shook perceptibly, and the furniture in the keepers' houses
was for the time unsettled. The wind was blowing very strong from the west, and I at
first thought it was thunder, as heavy weather was coming from the west, but the
perceptible shaking of the ground dispelled that notion." Our correspondent at Levens
says:— "The shock was felt at 2.30 in the afternoon, apparently travelling from west to
east. It lasted about two minutes, was accompanied by a dull rumbling sound, and
shook crockery and houses slightly in its course."
Could this have been an early foreshock to the large 1902 earthquake, 10 years later?
1884 06 24 18:00 UTC, Appila
This earthquake on Wednesday June 25th at about 3 a.m. was reported from a number of towns
in the mid-north, most strongly at Orroroo and Port Pirie where objects on shelves were moved,
and also at Laura and Gladstone. Two separate earthquakes were reported from Port Pirie, an
earlier one at 11:30 p.m. The 3a.m. event has been rated magnitude 4.0 on the basis of the felt
area but, given the time of day, it is likely the magnitude was larger than this, perhaps up to 4.3.
There are reports of earlier earthquakes near Laura on Tuesday June 17th at 5 a.m. and, less
pronounced, on Sunday June 15th.
1896 05 04 05:45 UTC, Kingston
The Border Watch of Wednesday 13 May page 3 reports:
KINGSTON. (From our own Correspondent.) May 9.
On Monday a strong shock of earthquake was experienced here about a quarter past
three in the afternoon. The shock was most distinct, and was accompanied by a
heavy rumbling noise. From various other persons I hear that two other but slighter
shocks were felt during the day.
It was also felt at Naracoorte where dishes and furniture ‘rattled’, and at Wangolina. This
earthquake could be considered a foreshock to the large 10 May 1897 earthquake discussed

later. The three earthquakes were obviously closer to Kingston than Naracoorte and don’t seem
to have been felt at Mt. Gambier, the magnitude of the largest event was about 4. The Border
Watch Saturday 23 May 1896 reports a shock of earthquake at Harrow (Vic.) without a date or
time, perhaps the same event? If so the earthquake would have been nearer magnitude 5.
1896 08 22 02:49 UTC, Burra/Kooringa
The Chronicle carried a story on page 19, Saturday 29 August 1896 about earthquake shocks in
the country:
Burra, August 22.
A terrific earthquake shock occurred at 12.20 p.m. to-day. The shock lasted for a considerable time, causing great consternation among the residents, who during the tremor
ran from their dwellings and business places in all directions. Nothing approaching the
severity of this shock can be remembered by the oldest residents of the town. The
disturbance seemed to be travelling from west to east, and besides causing a heavy
rumbling noise like distant thunder a very unpleasant motion was felt. In all parts of
Kooringa movable things lost their equilibrium, and several chimneys were damaged.
Information is to hand of one or two having been destroyed, necessitating their
rebuilding. Pictures, ornaments, and crockery in many houses suffered, and in one
house nearly the whole of a newly-plastered ceiling fell down. Several of the old
dwellings belonging to the South Australian Mining Association were cracked and
rather severely knocked about.
Figure 3 The history of St Mary’s Anglican Church in Burra (photo)
makes no mention of damage in the earthquakes, the photograph is
dated 1908.

Malpas (1993) compiled an isoseismal map of this
earthquake and determined a magnitude of 4.2. Unfortunately
the date and time are incorrect in the GA Isoseismal Atlas Vol
3 (McCue, 1996). There were several aftershocks felt at
Burra, documented in the Chronicle of Saturday 29 August
1896, page 25:
Burra, August 26.— Apart from the series of severe shocks of earthquake experienced
here during the past few days we have been troubled with several others since, no less
than four most pronounced tremors having taken place since midday on Tuesday. One
occurred last night at 5 o'clock, another at about 9 p.m., and the others this morning
between 3 and 4 o'clock and 4 and 5 o'clock respectively. To-day, shortly before 12
o'clock, a slight disturbance was again noticeable.
1897 05 10 05:26 UTC, Kingston-Beachport
The 1897 Kingston-Beachport earthquake, magnitude ~6.5, is the quintessential model of a
large intraplate earthquake, with a foreshock, almost a year to the day earlier, and a long-lasting
aftershock sequence with hundreds of felt events. Reports such as the following hit newspapers
Australia wide (South Australian Register, Tuesday 11 May 1897, page 5):
Mount Gambier, Monday. This afternoon at twenty-five minutes past 2 o'clock a severe
earthquake, the first experienced here since the settlement of white men, alarmed the
residents. A loud rumbling sound like a runaway wagon, rapidly increasing and then
fading away, was accompanied by a violent shaking of the earth, which lasted for from
twenty to thirty seconds. Everybody, rushed to the streets, and much, alarm prevailed.
A good many of the buildings are more or less damaged. Two stone crosses were
thrown off the top of the Catholic Church and one at the Presbyterian Church was
blown down. Eight feet of the top of the spire of the latter building was slightly twisted.
Chimneys at the National Bank, Mount Gambier Hotel, Presbyterian Manse, and many

private houses were thrown down or seriously shattered, and plaster was thrown from
the ceilings and walls. Bottles and other things were cast from the shelves in some of
the stores and hotels.
The largest aftershock at magnitude 5.3 occurred on 2 May 1899 (McCue, 1996) but 50 years
later a magnitude 5.6 earthquake occurred in the same area offshore Robe. Widespread
damage, cracked walls, fallen chimneys, crosses off churches, etc., occurred in Robe, Kingston,
Beachport,
Mt
Gambier,
Millicent
and
Narracoorte.
Figure 4 i, ii, iii Lateral spreading in the South-East
during the large 10 May 1897 earthquake. Other
contemporary photographs were taken of extensive
liquefaction features, sand and water pulsating from
fissures and rabbit holes, but these photographs
have not yet been found.

There were no deaths by good fortune, despite
geologist Gregory reporting some (Chronicle, 20
September 1902).
There were very sharp shocks in 1896 (Ed.
actually 1897), which caused much damage
at Kingston, and which were felt all over
western Victoria and as far as Melbourne.
Observations then taken were sufficient to
show roughly the course of the earthquake
wave, and to demonstrate that its centre
was below the sea somewhere off
Kingston. On that occasion the shock was
so severe that some deaths were caused at
Kingston, and many of the folk there lived in
tents for some days afterwards.
There were amazingly no serious casualties, an
infant was reportedly injured in a house that
partially collapsed between Robe and Kingston,
in Adelaide three people were struck by falling
plaster or bricks, a statue on the Old Exchange
building was damaged, some ceilings partial
collapsed in schools and public buildings, goods
were thrown off shelves etc. Lighthouses along
the SE coast were damaged. Shaking was felt
as far east as Melbourne (very slight) and
Tasmania according to the Launceston
Examiner, Wednesday 2 June 1897, page 7:
LAUNCESTON METEOROLOGICAL NOTES FOR MAY, 1897. Rather severe
earthquake shocks throughout the western districts of Australia were reported on 10th,
which extended to some parts of Tasmania.
Photographers recorded damage, liquefaction and lateral spreading in Australia, particularly
near Robe and some of these photographs have survived, rediscovered at GNS Wellington,
New Zealand by seismologist Gaye Downes in her office, formerly occupied by seismologist
George Eiby. Just how the photos got there we don’t know but fortunately Gaye, Australian-born
ex-BMR geologist, recognised their heritage and passed them to the author.
The earthquake opened up the underground water supply, and the Earthquake-Springs east of

Robe have been running ever since (The Advertiser, Thursday 24 June, page 2).
There were many aftershocks, and the sequence continued for years, one newspaper reported
that no fewer than a hundred distinct shocks of earthquake were felt at Beachport during Friday.
1897 06 01 10:00 UTC, Lucindale
The Border Watch of Saturday 5 June 1897, page 3 carries a report from Lucindale dated 2nd
June:
…. people are a bit scared with so many shocks in so short a time; every mumbling
noise is an earthquake. There was one pretty distinct shock on Friday (Ed. 27 May) at
6.45 p.m., and a still stronger one at 7 p.m. yesterday (Ed. 1st June), which caught nearly
all the people at their evening repast, and caused them to forego hunger for a while and
drink the fresh air outside. The trembling was preceded by a loud noise, and the houses
shook for about 12 seconds. It was fairly severe while it lasted, and was the means of
causing dishes, etc., to vibrate. This was undoubtedly the severest shook since the big
one.
It was perhaps the strongest aftershock until ……
1897 06 03 13:00 UTC, Robe
One of the largest aftershocks of the September earthquake occurred on 3rd June 1897. It was
reportedly the first earthquake felt in Mount Gambier since the May 10 mainshock. The
Chronicle of Saturday 12 June 1897, page 18 mentioned that at Robe, the shaking seemed to
last longer than any of the previous tremors except the first one (10 May).
An isoseismal map drawn up by the author
shows it was felt widely in the South-East and
western Victoria. Its magnitude is about ML 5
based on the felt area. Interestingly, the
Chronicle of Saturday 12 June 1987, page 18
comments that masons were still busy in
Millicent repairing damage to chimneys caused
by the May earthquake.

	
  

Figure 5 Isoseismal Map of the 3 June 1897
aftershock offshore Millicent.

A telling comment in the Morning Bulletin
(Rockhampton) of 3 June 1897, page 6 from
an Adelaide source says that many residents
of Kingston are so alarmed they are thinking of
leaving the district for a time!
The largest aftershock, on 2 May 1899 was, at
magnitude 5.3, only slightly larger than this one
(McCue, 1996).
18 June 1897 14:35 UTC Kingston
The Border Watch of Wednesday 23 June 1897
reports that a severe earthquake was felt in
Kingston and throughout the South-East including Mt Gambier (by several residents). The
Advertiser of Monday 21 June 1897, page 6 mentions two earthquakes felt at Kingston and
Robe ‘last night’ at Kingston on June 19 and ‘last night’ at Robe on June 17.
Its magnitude was about 4.8 from the felt area.
1902 02 13 16:30 UTC, Caltowie

The Advertiser of Saturday 15 February 1902, page 9, posted the following information about an
earthquake felt in the mid-north.
At an early hour on Friday morning an earthquake shock was experienced in several of
the northern towns of South Australia. The shock was a severe one, although it did little
damage. The Deputy Postmaster-General (Sir Charles Todd) has received the
following messages from country postmasters:
Georgetown.-"Shock of earthquake here about 2 o'clock this morning. Shook houses,
crockery, &c, but cannot find out what direction was moving."
Black Rock.-"Severe shock earthquake at 2 o'clock this morning, lasting about 5
seconds; supposed to be travelling west to east."
Wirrabara.-"Severe shock earthquake 2.4 this morning; shook buildings; three distinct
cracks in north wall of bedroom."
A magnitude of 3.6 has been estimated from the radius of perceptibility (felt area), note the
damage report.
1902
05
Petersburg

07

05:10

UTC,

This earthquake was widely felt and
an isoseismal map compiled by
Malpas (1993) who commented
that the epicentre was very
uncertain. She assigned it a
magnitude of 4.8 Her comment,
together with the unusually wide
reports of strong shaking and the
apparent long period effects in
Adelaide for such a low magnitude
triggered an intensive search of
newspapers using TROVE. This
unearthed a single additional felt
report from Kingston-on-Murray
(severe, frightened some enough
for some to leave their homes) well
east of the felt area in her
isoseismal map.
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The revised epicentre is in a very
sparsely populated area about
50km east of Peterborough (then
called Petersburg) and the revised
magnitude is at least 5.2.
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1902 06 05 22:35 UTC, Caltowie
The Bendigo Advertiser printed the following interstate telegram:
Adelaide, 6th June.
A sharp shock of earthquake was felt at A(p)pila, Laura, Caltowie, Gladstone and Wirrabara at 8.5 this morning, shaking windows, doors, etc. The shock was accompanied
by a rumbling noise.
The magnitude was slightly smaller than the earthquake nearby on February 13, magnitude 3.0.

1902 09 19 10:35 UTC, St Vincent Gulf
This is still rated the second largest known
earthquake in South Australia, after the 1897
Kingston earthquake, and the first to have caused
deaths in Australia, attributed to shock (McCue and
McArdle, 1992). There was a surprising amount of
damage; at Warooka where all but one of the
buildings was damaged, several beyond repair, at
Adelaide, Aldinga, Kangaroo Island, Port Victoria
and Yankalilla. The Troubridge and Corny Point
lighthouses, off the coast of southern Yorke
Peninsula, were badly damaged.
Figure 7. Still there was humour as displayed in the
accompanying cartoon depicting Sir Charles Todd
attempting to bandage up the shattered earth.

It was only by luck that more people weren’t killed
by collapsing structures. A city tailor was working in
his shop when a chimney came through the
skylight, falling within a couple of feet of the table
where he was working. At the Troubridge
Lighthouse the keepers had a narrow escape. The
machinery is wound up at 8 p.m.; but on Sept. 19
the head keeper, when about to ascend for that
purpose, was detained outside for a few minutes in
conversation with the other keepers. While they
were talking, the earth shook, and the lamps fell
from their pivots with a crash, scattering kerosene
over the lower part of the tower. This was ignited
on coming into contact with the lights below, and
the whole tower was quickly enveloped in a blaze
(Australian Town and Country Journal, Sunday 27
September 1902, page 16).
Re-reading the contemporary September 1902
Adelaide newspapers reminded me strongly of
reports at Newcastle NSW in 1989, the damage
was similar, the shock, disbelief and fear the same.
The duration of shaking was significantly longer in
Adelaide, as expected for a larger earthquake,
magnitude 6 compared to 5.6 at Newcastle.
Figure 8. Howchin’s map of intensities published in the
Register on 23 September 1902.

The first of several isoseismal maps of the
earthquake, this one by Walter Howchin, was
published in the Register, Tuesday 23 September 1902, page 8. The author suggests that the
epicentre was in the gulf near Adelaide, on the basis of the intensity distribution, the uniform
time of arrival everywhere and the strong ground motion (waves short and jerky):
There is another point which I think is suggestive that the centre was somewhere near
Adelaide, the earth waves were short and jerky, and seem to have had an upward
tendency rather than a lateral extension.

But we have no instruments to give us the proper determination. I hope this event will stir
up enough interest to cause the Government to provide at least the Adelaide
Observatory with one set of instruments.
A forty year review of Unley, the city of trees, published in The Register of Saturday 15 July
1911, page 8 states:
—The New Town Hall.— In consequence of an earthquake shock in 1902, the roof
timbers of the old town hall building became strained, and pushed the walls out of the
perpendicular. An architect reported the hall
unsafe for public meetings, but the
ratepayers refused to sanction a loan for the
erection of a new building. The old one was
therefore bolted up and repaired.
Figure 9 Unley Town Hall after the 1902 earthquake.

Obviously there was more damage in Adelaide
during this earthquake than, at least this author,
was previously aware of.
Several interesting stories emerged from
mariners, at sea or at the dock. The ketch
Fleetwing was loading at the Stansbury dock on
the east coast of Yorke Peninsula, with 6 feet of
water under the keel but appeared to bump on
the seafloor twice. The Albatross was sailing in Spencer Gulf, from Port Pirie to Wardang Island,
when it heaved as if grounded on rocks and the Lurline bound for Port Victoria from Adelaide in
Gulf St Vincent had a similar experience. Finally the Adonis, on route from Kangaroo Island to
Stansbury, was brought to a sudden stop, the skipper thinking it had run into a derelict.
This lobbying through the media for an earthquake monitoring capability in Adelaide continued
after each felt earthquake but was not successful until 1909 when a Milne seismograph was
installed at the Observatory.
There were many aftershocks of this large magnitude 6 earthquake, and Malpas (1993) has
carefully documented the larger ones. Her study lends support to the location being in Gulf St
Vincent rather than on Yorke Peninsula near Warooka. It is remarkable that a small local
earthquake felt at Clarendon on 20th February 2003, was the 33rd felt there since September!
1903 06 01 16:15 and 19:15 UTC, Echunga
The Advertiser of Wednesday 3 June 1903, page 5 reports that two earthquakes were felt in the
city and in hills towns.
Two distinct shocks of earthquake were felt in the city on Tuesday, one at 1.45 a.m.
and the other at 4.45 a.m. The first one was preceded by a loud rumbling noise, and
houses were shaken. It was more severe than the second, and was felt in various
parts of the suburbs and in the country.
Clarendon was not omitted on this occasion, and the postmistress reports that a
shock was felt at 1.45. Echunga, Mount Barker, Meadows, Blackwood, Coromandel
Valley, Noarlunga, Forest Range, and Morphett Vale also report having experienced
the shock, which appeared to be travelling from west to east. At each place the
buildings were shaken and crockery and windows rattled.
Figure 10 Adelaide Hills towns where the earthquake was reported felt. The radius of the red circle is
about 20km.

The felt area is centred on 35.05S, 138.71 with a magnitude equivalent of about magnitude 3.0.

1904 02 01 21:30 UTC, Kingston aftershock
The shock was strong enough to rouse everyone from their beds in Kingston and caused
uneasiness amongst the residents (The Argus, Saturday 6 February 1904, page 15).
Two smaller aftershocks were felt there the previous day, the first at 2a.m., after a lull in activity
of several months. The assigned magnitude is 3.5 with an epicentre near Kingston. It doesn’t
seem to have been felt elsewhere.
Separate small earthquakes were also felt at Petersburg (now Peterborough) and at
Dingabbledinga (south of Adelaide near Wilunga) in late August 1904, then in Adelaide in
November, as discussed next.
1904 09 21 13:45 UTC, Hawker
The earthquake was strongly felt at Hawker in the sparsely populated mid-north of the state.
The Barrier Miner Friday 23 September 1904, front page, suggests it was the most severe
shock ever experienced at Hawker. Three other towns reported the shaking, Blinman in the
north to Carrieton in the south, some 160km apart. The epicentre must have been near Hawker
and the radius of perceptibility indicates a magnitude of at least 4.5.
1904 11 14 12:36 UTC, Adelaide
Adelaide residents and townsfolk in Mt
Barker and Clarendon experienced a small
local earthquake at about 10pm on 14th
November 1904. There was no damage but
the shaking was distinctly felt.
The presumed epicentre at the centre of the
felt area, is on the Eden-Burnside Fault
which truncates the coastal plain against the
Mt Lofty ranges east of the city. The
destructive 1954 Adelaide earthquake is
considered to have ruptured this fault.
Figure 11 Isoseismal Map Adelaide earthquake,
14 November 1904.

The magnitude of the November 1904
earthquake computed from this felt area is
about 3.4.
There was a useful outcome from this small
local
earthquake.
Adelaide
University
Professor Howchin used the occasion to, once again, publicly urge the state government to
install a seismograph. The headline in the Advertiser read: AN EARTHQUAKE SHOCK - A
SEISMOGRAPH WANTED. Howchin went on to say: It is a matter of considerable moment to
us, because we are more liable to shocks or disturbances than any other part of Australia.
This echoes his appeal after the 1897 and 1902 earthquakes (see above). A seismograph
eventuated in 1909 and was installed at the Astronomical Observatory in the city managed by
Sir Charles Todd.
1906 04 19 05:30 UTC, Southern Ocean
Steve Hutcheon (pers. comm. via Col Lynam) came across a reference to an earthquake felt at
sea, south of Australia nearly coincident with the SA/Vic border (SMH, Monday 7 May 1906,
page 7):
The French barque Andre Theodore, which arrived in port at Sydney on Saturday, en
route from Barry, bound to Honolulu, had a sensational experience at about 3 o'clock

on the afternoon of April 19 – the day after the destruction of San Francisco. The
master states that the effects of a severe earthquake were felt on the ocean. The water
became disturbed, and the vessel shook convulsively from stem to stern. The tremor
lasted for three minutes, but no damage was done to the vessel. The Andre Theodore,
at the time, was in latitude 46.49 south, and longitude 141.20 east.
It is assumed this was a local earthquake on or near the plate boundary to the south of the
ship’s position. It must have been a reasonable size, perhaps as large as magnitude 6, but not
much larger as it was not felt in south-west Victoria or south-east South Australia. The year
1906 was a very active one, earthquake-wise.
In 1907, several locally-felt earthquakes were reported to South Australian newspapers, from
Blinman (25 March), Hamilton (16 October) and Willochra (Monday 28 October), too small to be
studied here. Another three events, discussed below, were more widely felt.
1907 05 17 09:25 UTC, Mount Compass
A ‘slight’ earthquake was reported felt in Mount Compass and Nangkita, just 6 km apart, on
either side of the Meadows Fault (Chronicle, 25 May 1907, page 12). The lack of other reports
indicates a small close but not very shallow earthquake, and not exceeding magnitude 3.
1907 05 29 22:58 UTC, South-East
The locations where this event was felt in the South-East straddle the SA/Vic border; strongly
felt at Naracoorte, where it knocked down crockery and frightened people, and at Lucindale,
South Australia. It rattled slate roof tiles on a church in Casterton, Victoria and was but slightly
felt at Mount Gambier and not by everyone. The Advertiser of Thursday June 6, page 9 reports
that it was felt at Kingston, but not by all, yet the story continued, it was the first shock of any
consequence since the shock of 1897! The centroid of observations with a bias towards
Naracoorte and Lucindale is at 37.2°S, 140.8°E and the reasonably large felt area corresponds
to a magnitude of 4.5.
This event is listed by Malpas (1993) as felt at Naracoorte.
1907 12 14 09:50 UTC, Carrieton
An Earth Tremor was the headline in the Chronicle of Saturday 21 December 1907, page 38,
the story then detailing the effects at Carrieton (severe with usual excitement and rushing from
buildings but no damage), Port Augusta (very slight), Eurelia (sharp shock for 10 seconds) and
Petersburg (slight). The impression is that the epicentre was near Carrieton and Eurelia, and
furthest from Petersburg (now Peterborough). The magnitude was computed from the felt area
so is probably a minimum value.
Like 1907, the seismicity in 1911 seems to have been above average, Malpas (1993) listing
nine felt earthquakes, but isoseismal maps for another two were published separately in the GA
draft Atlas on cd. Three of the earthquakes were felt in Adelaide, the two discussed below and
another by Malpas on 19 February, its epicentre near Oodlawirra in the mid-north, more than
200km away. Three of the earthquakes were large enough for her to assign them a magnitude.

1911 10 24 12:10 UTC, Aldinga
Figure 12 The isoseismal map shows an
epicentre offshore Aldinga (35.3°S, 138.3°E) in
Gulf St Vincent and a magnitude of about 4.1.

The Advertiser of Thursday 26 October
1911, page 12 carried the following story
followed by a list of places where the
earthquake was felt:
THE
UNSTABLE
EARTHSHOCK
FELT
NIGHT.

EARTH.
TUESDAY

On Tuesday evening the Government
Astronomer received reports of an earth
tremor having been felt at North
Adelaide and at Hahndorf. On
Wednesday he received two telegrams,
one from the post-master at Yankalilla,
as follows:- "At 9.40 last night a distinct
earth tremor was felt here." and another
from the postmaster at Penneshaw,
Kangaroo Island, which read - "An earth
tremor was distinctly felt here at 9.45
last night; travelling from north to
south."
On the 26th October, the day the newspaper
discussing this earthquake was published, another earthquake shook Adelaide, the vibration felt
in both the local newspaper offices.
Malpas (1983) lists both earthquakes separately from the list, as I discovered after talking to
David Love, and co-locates them southeast of Cleve in Spencer Gulf, several hundred
kilometres from our proposed epicentre off Aldinga for the earlier event on 24th October. Despite
her having already studied the later earthquake on 26th October, I have retained my
independent study here for comparison since I did not discover any reports from Eyre Peninsula
in the scanned newspapers other than Port Lincoln yet our location and magnitudes are similar,
even our assigned intensities don’t differ by much.
So even with poorly distributed intensity data in the case of the event below, the location and
magnitude estimates are reasonably good.
1911 10 26 09:40 UTC, Eyre Peninsula
The Advertiser, Friday 27 October 1911, page 6, perhaps with an exaggerated headline and
only published it on page 6 indicating no damage or casualties.
FELT ALL OVER THE STATE.
A moderately severe earth tremor was felt in the city at about twenty-two minutes past
7 last night. Its direction was from north to south, and it lasted for about two seconds.
Doors and windows rattled violently. It was felt all over the State, and the Government
Astronomer received the following telegrams from country towns:MAITLAND.-Severe earthquake shock felt here 7.23 p.m. Windows and doors shook
violently.
GREEN PLAINS.-Earthquake shock felt here 7.22 p.m.

AUBURN.-earthquake shock felt here 7.20 p.m. Accompanied by rumbling and
windows shaking, duration about four seconds, direction uncertain.
PORT WAKEFIELD.-Slight earthquake felt here 7.21 p.m.
PORT AUGUSTA.-Severe earthquake felt here 7.10 p.m. Shook post-office building.
Appeared to travel north-west to south east.
WALLAROO.-Severe shock of earthquake felt here 7.24 p.m. Duration five seconds.
Apparent direction north-west to south-east.
SNOWTOWN.-Earth shock felt here 7.28 p.m. Apparent direction east to west.
A telephone message was received from St. Peters that an earth tremor had been, felt
there at 7.23 p.m., lasting 15 seconds, and travelling from south to north, accompanied
by windows rattling. The shock was also distinctly felt in "The Advertiser" office and the
operating room of the G.P.O.
HOUSES SEVERELY SHAKEN.
Moonta, October 26.
A
severe
earth
tremor
was
experienced here to-night at about
7.20, and the rumble of its approach
was heard more than half a minute
before the tremor was felt. The whole
lasted over two minutes, and
appeared to be travelling from south
to north. Houses were severely
shaken, and the occupants ran
outside. Sharp local shocks are of
frequent occurrence here, caused
through explosions and ground bursts
from natural causes at Taylor's shaft,
Moonta, but unless someone is hurt
underground as a result little notice is
taken of them. To-night's shock,
however, seemed to have been a
decided earth tremor.
Figure 13 Isoseismal Map from the digitised
newspaper reports only, no reports were
found west of the inferred epicentre.

THE GAS WAS EXTINGUISHED.
Port Augusta, October 26.
A severe earthshock was felt here at
about 7.20 to-night, lasting about five seconds. Houses rattled and doors banged, and
in one instance the gas was extinguished.
The Register printed an equally long story and mentioned other towns where the earthquake
was felt, including Port Lincoln, Port Pirie and Port Broughton. The epicentre is not well defined
but an epicentre on Eyre Peninsula near Cleve at about (34.0°S, 136.6°E) puts the earthquake
magnitude in the range 5.2 to 5.5.
1913 12 01 16:15 UTC, Kingston aftershock
The shaking was reported severe in Kingston (The Advertiser, Wednesday 3 December 1913,
page 17), awakening people with a big noise and a little shake, close and not too big. The

reported time was 3.45am local time. We assign the location as Kingston and the magnitude as
3.5. This indicates that the aftershock sequence lasted at least 16 years.
Malpas (1993) listed this event as occurring at 18:15 UTC and did not estimate a magnitude.
1917 06 28 13:09 UTC, Adelaide Hills - Lobethal
An earthquake felt in Adelaide suburbs and nearby towns awoke some sleepers and was widely
reported in the local newspapers. The Register on Tuesday 3 July carried reports from the
country, on page 3.
BUGLE RANGES, June 29.— A severe earth tremor was felt here last night soon after
10.30. The noise resembled a heavily-laden train at close quarters, and the vibration
was sufficient to rattle windows and doors. The shock could be distinctly felt and heard
for some seconds.
The shaking was widely enough experienced to compute a location and magnitude, at towns
including Hope Valley, Belair, Blackwood, Hectorville, Chain of Ponds, Lobethal (two further
slight shocks immediately afterwards and another light ‘shock’ at 6:45am on Friday), Monarto,
Nairne and Mt Lofty summit, as shown in the attached figure. It was recorded, said Mr Dodwell,
on one of the Adelaide Observatory instruments. The magnitude corresponding to a radius of
perceptibility of 30km is about ML 3.5.
Figure 14 Adelaide Hills earthquake June 1917,
epicentre near Lobethal at centre of red ellipse where an
aftershock was felt. The red bar is 25km long.

An earlier small earthquake was felt by residents of
Mount Lofty, Aldgate and Bridgewater at about 9am
on Friday 22nd June.
1918 05 08 10:06 UTC, Eurelia
The Advertiser Thursday 9 May 1918, page 6.
THE COUNTRY.
AN EARTH SHOCK.
PETERBOROUGH, May 8.- A distinct earthquake shock was felt at 7.38 to-night. The
buildings rattled, and many were alarmed. The shock lasted several seconds,
travelling almost from the north-west to east.
The Advertiser 13 May 1918, page 5.
EURELIA, May 9.- A violent earthquake shock was felt yesterday at 7.34 p.m. The
rumbling noise was heard for more than a minute. It travelled approximately northeast to south-west. This is the heaviest felt here since 1902.
This small earthquake was strongly, if not widely, felt which indicates a local origin and relatively
small magnitude, at least ML 3.9 and nearer Eurelia than Peterborough at 32.7°S, 139.6°E.
1918 11 05 00:45 UTC, Adelaide
The Advertiser of Wednesday, 6 November 1918, page 7 printed the following:
FELT IN ADELAIDE.
A DISTINCT VIBRATION.
A slight earth tremor was recorded in various parts of South Australia on Tuesday at
about 10.15 a.m. It was felt by many people in the metropolitan area. At North
Adelaide in some of the houses the pictures on the walls were seen to move, and in a
chemist's shop one or two bottles were shaken over. The shock was distinctly felt at
Parliament House, one of the most solid buildings in Adelaide. In a number of offices

in the centre of the city the vibration lasted for several seconds. The upper storey of
the General Post-office was so shaken that the occurrence caused a mild sensation
among the staff. In the telegraph operating room the tremor was very noticeable, and
plaster was shaken down from the ceiling. At the West-terrace Meteorological Bureau
Mr. Bromley heard the windows rattle, and on looking up saw that the shock had been
sufficient to oscillate the mechanism of the barograph or self-recording barometer.
This instrument is bolted to the wall, and has a heavy weight adjustment. There was a
variation of fully half an inch in the amplitude of the pen arm at 10.15 a.m. At the
Observatory the Government Astronomer (Mr. G. F. Dodwell) stated that he had
received reports of the tremor from various parts of the suburbs, including Wayville,
Glenelg, and Glen Osmond. It was generally stated to have been felt for 5 to 10
seconds, but the seismograph record shows the actual period of duration to have
been 30 sec. The seismograph is a delicate instrument for recording important shocks
that cause vibrations of the earth's surface for immense distances. Tuesday morning's
tremor was local in character, and caused a displacement of the whole pedestal.
Reports from the country showed that the earthshock had been felt, among other
places, at Terowie, Whyte-Yarcowie, Eudunda, Greenock, Morgen, Clare, Clarendon,
and Meadows. The times given varied from 10.13 a.m. at Morgan to 10.17 at
Eudunda, and 10.18 at Clare. The centre of the movement is believed to have been
some miles to the north or north-east of Adelaide.
Our Burra correspondent telegraphed: One of the
most severe shocks of earthquake for over 20
years was experienced here this morning at
10.18, travelling from north-west to south-east. A
lighter shock occurred at 11.30.
Our Terowie correspondent also refers to a
slighter movement at about 11.24.
th

Figure 15 Mid-North earthquake on Tuesday 6 November
at 10:15am local time. Many towns reported it was felt (F)
without giving enough information to rate the intensity.

The felt area is difficult to assess, the minimum
magnitude computed from the felt area is 4.8 with a
location at 34.2°S, 138.9°E, the centre of the felt area
but few people live north of Burra and felt reports from
this area are sparse. With an epicentre further north
nearer Burra where the ground shaking was strong
and the aftershock felt at 33.6°S, 139.0°E, the
magnitude could be as high as 5.2 which would
explain the dramatic longer period effects reported in
Adelaide.
1922 10 10 16:58 Strathalbyn
The Advertiser, Thursday 12 October 1922, page 6, reports:
AN EARTH TREMOR.
The Government Astronomer Mr. G. P. Dodwell, reported on Wednesday that at 2.28
a.m. that day an earth tremor was distinctly felt in Adelaide and the country districts.
From what he had learned the shock was slight in Adelaide, but Murray Bridge
experienced sharp rumblings which caused the buildings to sway and their contents
to rattle. The disturbance was registered on the barograph at the Meteorological
Department at West-terrace. Dr. Waters of South-terrace, stated that he and an
occupant of the room adjoining him were awakened at about 2:30 by a rumbling noise

and the shaking of their beds. Mr R. Sandercock, of Piccadilly reports that the
earthquake was felt in that district about 2.30 a.m. It was accompanied by a loud
rumbling, and shook the houses severely. A sharp tremor at Yankalilla has been
reported to the telegraph authorities, but the time mentioned is about 2.45.
The earthquake was strongly felt at Morphett Vale and must have been about magnitude 4
based on the felt area, its epicentre near Strathalbyn, assuming it is the same event reported
felt at Yankalilla.
1930 02 04 13:05 UTC, Koonibba West Coast
Earth Tremors On West Coast reported The Register News-pictorial Thursday 6 February 1930,
page 3.
Koonibba, West Coast, yesterday reported that sustained earth tremors and
rumblings had occurred. The Government Astronomer (Mr. Dodwell) said the
earthquake could not have been very severe, and was more or less confined to the
locality. It had not affected the Adelaide seismograph. 'The last earthquake,' Mr.
Dodwell said, 'was also on the West Coast, at Port Lincoln, on October 3. It was very
mild, and was not recorded in Adelaide.'
It was also felt on the edge of the Nullarbor Plain at Ooldea, 240 km north-west of Koonibba,
where residents were awakened by a loud rushing noise at 10:35 p.m. local time on Tuesday
night (February 4th). Obviously this is not just a small event, its epicentre is very uncertain, taken
as the mid-point of the two observations, and the magnitude corresponding to the minimum half
distance between the observations is about magnitude 5, but since it wasn’t recorded on the
Adelaide seismograph, the magnitude wasn’t much bigger than 5.0. This is an unusual location.
1931 07 24 00:58 UTC, Near Adelaide
Another forgotten earthquake occurred near Adelaide on Friday 24 July 1931 at 10:28 a.m. local
time. The strongest shaking is reported from Port Adelaide and there were no reports from
towns south of Adelaide.
It was reported to have been slightly felt at Moonta
but with very few actual observations unearthed
(Government Astronomer Dodwell seems to have
collected many), the location and magnitude of 4.5
are rough but better than nothing and can be updated
if Dodwell’s papers are found.
th

Figure 16 Newspaper headline on Saturday 25 July 1931
page 15 (Advertiser and Register)

Our estimate of the epicentre near Two Wells
(34.6°S, 138.6°E) is close to the one estimated by
Dodwell at the time, 30 to 35 miles due north of Adelaide.

1932 04 06 08:55 UTC, Gumeracha
This small earthquake was reported felt between Fifth Creek and Mount Pleasant, at 6:25 in the
evening of Wednesday 6th April 1932. At Gumeracha there was an aftershock but the time
wasn’t specified. This is an indication that the epicentre was near Gumeracha, the felt area
suggests a magnitude near 3.0.
1941 03 30 06:57 UTC, Eudunda
The shock was severe enough at Eudunda that people ran into the streets in alarm about
4:20pm on Sunday 30 March. The shock was not felt at nearby towns such as Kapunda,
Riverton or Hamley Bridge some 25km away. Mr Dodwell, the Government Astronomer, said

that the recorded trace on the seismogram at 4.27pm was consistent with an epicentre near
Eudunda. The limited felt area means that the magnitude cannot be much greater than 3.2,
despite the alarm occasioned in Eudunda.
1945 12 30 15:30 UTC (1a.m. local time), Mt Gambier
Portland Guardian, Monday 7 January 1946, Page 2.
EARTH TREMOR AT MOUNT GAMBIER. The "Border Watch" reports that at about 1
a.m. on Monday morning last Mt. Gambler and surrounding districts felt an earth
tremor which lasted for two or three seconds. Windows rattled and some people were
awakened when their beds began to sway. The tremor was felt at Hamilton, Portland,
O.B. Flat and Port MacDonnell, as well as in the surrounding districts. This tremor
was evidently purely local, as it did not register at either Adelaide or Melbourne.
This epicentre was near 38°S, 141.4°E and was felt over a radius of at least 60km
corresponding to a minimum magnitude of 4.2.
1948 08 06 03:29 UTC, Robe

McCue (1975) drew up an isoseismal
map for this earthquake (in Everingham
and others, 1982) and on the map it
clearly states that the earthquake was
not felt in Adelaide. Such were the
access
limitations
to
Australian
newspapers in the Colindale UK
newspaper library at the time. The
newspaper report below, front page of
the Advertiser, clearly reports that the
earthquake was felt throughout the city.
Figure 17 The Adelaide Observatory Milne-Shaw seismograph record reproduced in the Adelaide
Advertiser. The epicentral distance was about 260km. The small horizontal superimposed scale shows
approximately the minute marks, every 15mm on the original record. The magnification of the Milne-Shaw
was 150 (or 250) at 12 sec period.

The relevant Adelaide Observatory (ADE) seismogram is lost (advice from David Love) so it
was useful to find a reproduction of the original in the Advertiser above.
The Adelaide Advertiser Saturday 7 August 1948, page 1.
EARTH TREMORS SHAKE S.A.
Houses Cracked in Country
Cracks appeared in buildings in the country and many people hurriedly left homes
and offices in alarm about 1 p.m. yesterday when parts of South Australia were
shaken by the worst earth tremors since September 1902. The tremors were most
severe in southern parts of the State, but no serious damage was reported. The
tremors, which were felt fairly generally in the city, and throughout the suburbs, lasted
for periods varying from a few seconds to a minute, and in some instances were
preceded by low rumblings.
The Government Astronomer (Mr. G. F. Dodwell) said that the disturbance was
centred beneath the sea about 10 miles north-west of Beachport, in much the same
position as the centre of the earthquake which caused considerable damage on May
10, 1897.
The tremors, were also felt at Mount Gambier, where buildings rocked slightly. In the
South-East, in areas closest to the centre of the disturbance, the tremors alarmed

residents, particularly children, cracked the walls of several houses and dislodged
articles from shelves.
Damage estimated at £50 was caused at the Glenelg branch of Brace Small Pty.,
Ltd., in Jetty road, when five radio sets were shaken from the shelves.
Mr. Dodwell said that reports had been received of the tremor having been felt up to a
radius of 200 to 250 miles.
Although no reports had been received from north of Adelaide, it was assumed that
the disturbance was felt as far north as 30 to 40 miles from the city. Vibrations lasting
up to a minute were reported at Beachport, where large cracks appeared in the walls
of a two-storey building. Alarmed residents in the surrounding district ran from
houses. At one home in Tailem Bend tea was spilled from cups at a lunch table.
Several people reported having felt giddy for a few seconds.
The disturbance cracked the walls of the post office at Keith and stopped the railway
station clock. A number of city workers reported having experienced a peculiar "dizzy"
feeling as large buildings swayed, doors slammed and windows rattled. Girls working
on the sixth floor of a Rundle street store screamed and others became alarmed
when pictures were thrown to the floor and tables and chairs moved. At Naracoorte
crockery and bottles were shaken from shelves in vibrations lasting about 20
seconds. People left cafes and shops soon after the tremor began. Children at
Bordertown were terrified by the tremor, which lasted for five seconds. Windows were
rattled and crockery shaken.
Previous Disturbances
An earth tremor with its origin very close to the centre of yesterday's disturbance
occurred in South Australia on May 10, 1897, when buildings at Beachport and
nearby towns were severely damaged. Another big tremor was recorded on
September 19, 1902. This had its centre between Adelaide and the Troubridge
Lighthouse, which was wrecked during the disturbance. On this occasion between
600 and 700 shutters dropped down at the central telephone exchange. The
Professor of Mineralogy and Geology at the University of Adelaide (Sir Douglas
Mawson) said that Adelaide was in a minor earthquake zone, and was subject to
earthquakes of a small variety due to some geological fault connected with the
formation of the gulf and ranges. However, there was no likelihood of a serious
earthquake.
1953 09 23 06:30 UTC, Eyre Peninsula
The Advertiser, Thursday 24 September 1953 page 1.
Slight earth tremors were felt in Adelaide and on Eyre Peninsula about 4 p.m.
yesterday.
Tall city buildings swayed slightly and windows of houses rattled, but no damage has
been reported. Professor Sir Douglas Mawson said last night that the tremors were
'nothing to get excited about.' Adelaide was not likely to suffer any severe shocks.
Tremors were adjustments of stress and strain in the earth's crust, he said. Australia
was less subject to serious shocks than other parts of the world.
However, there was a line of adjustment in the Adelaide region, parallel with the gulfs
and running north, which caused occasional tremors. The tremors would be recorded
on the seismograph at the University of Adelaide. Mr. G. C. Campbell, a solicitor on
the fourth floor of a Waymouth street building, reported a definite movement of the
building yesterday afternoon. 'I noticed the building sway rather than shake,' he said.
'Everything was quiet. Then I felt two definite movements with a few seconds between
each.' The tremor was noticed at Cleve at about 4.10 p.m. and is thought to have

lasted about five seconds. Windows rattled in their frames, and the floors of buildings
shook slightly. No damage was reported. The occupants of a new house near Kilroo,
about 30 miles from Cleve, ran outside when they felt the chimney vibrating. At Lock,
Mrs. R. S. Menz, wife of the local policeman, was alone in her home when a tremor
shook the furniture. A man working under a motor car at the local garage got a shock
when the vehicle began to shake.
The story is similar to the reports from the October 1911 earthquake. Interesting to read Sir
Douglas Mawson’s statement less than 6 months before the damaging Adelaide earthquake
reiterating his ‘belief’ that Adelaide was not likely to suffer any severe shocks.
The classic long-distance, long-period shaking at Adelaide (MMII) is indicative of a moderate
magnitude earthquake on the southern Eyre Peninsula. It must have been greater than about
magnitude 4.8 as indicated by the felt area.
On April 12th at 09:30 local time a small local earthquake was noticed at Carpa, near Cowell and
reported in The Advertiser on 15th April, page 6.
1954 02 28 18:09 UTC, Adelaide mainshock
The Adelaide (ADE) seismograph time markers were not operating when this earthquake
occurred and the shaking was so strong that the pen mechanism failed immediately, so no
information could be gleaned from the record. Bolt (1956) relocated the BCIS provisional
epicentre, using P arrivals from the three available Australian stations Brisbane, Melbourne and
Riverview and six teleseismic stations, all further than 115°. This moved the epicentre from near
Victor Harbour to south of Adelaide near the area of highest intensity (Kerr-Grant, 1954 and
Malpas, 1993), but the uncertainty is very large.
Some resolution may be obtained by locating one of the very few aftershocks, the same
situation faced by seismologists trying to minimise the uncertainties in the location of the
December 1989, Newcastle earthquake (see below).
The Adelaide earthquake must have come as a surprise to Mawson, and his surprise has been
shared by many geologists and earth scientists following other Australian earthquakes. The
newspapers are full of comments by learned geologists such as Mawson, Curlewis and David
over the last 100 years that Australians need have no worry about life-threatening earthquakes.
The historical record, earthquakes such as those in South Australia in 1897 and 1902, Western
Australia in 1906 and 1941, Newcastle 1868 and 1925 seem to have been ignored or perhaps
forgotten. It is clear that the insurance industry has not forgotten.
The West Australian newspaper, Monday 28 June 1954, page 6 noted the following advice
about the Adelaide earthquake insurance claims:
£3,000,000 In Quake Claims LONDON, Sun.-Claims in the London insurance market
as a result of the earthquake in South Australia last March exceeded £A3,000,000,
the British Insurance Association stated today. About 30,000 claims had been
registered.-Reuters.
A story in The Mercury by the financial editor on Friday 3 December 1954, page 26 included the
following:
Bigger loss ratios and smaller profit surpluses have characterised the accounts of
many insurance companies in the past year. The recent South Australian earthquake
resulted in the biggest insurance pay-out for a single calamity in Australia history, said
Mr. Keith Bentzen, the new president of the Council of Fire and Accident Underwriters
of the Commonwealth. He said latest figures from South Australia showed that tariff
companies alone were meeting 29,916 claims, totaling £2,640,000. Almost 70% of
these claims had already been settled. Claims to all companies would exceed
£3,000,000, he added.

But this probably didn’t include later ongoing structural damage and ground failures. The
Advertiser, Wednesday 7 April 1954, page 1, mentions that repercussions of the earthquake
which hit South Australia on March 1 are still being felt.
New cracks are reported to be appearing in a number of houses in the worst affected
suburbs. From Pinnaroo it is reported that although the earthquake had no immediate
effect on properties, cracks were now opening up in the Pinnaroo Hotel and the local
branch of the Commercial Bank. The cracks began to appear in some of the walls
about a week ago, and now some of them are so bad that the light can be seen
through them. Miss L. Aberg, the manageress of the hotel, said the cracks were
'tremendous.' 'The door frames have been thrown so far out of shape that it is
impossible to shut the doors,' she said.
New Damage By Earthquake: Big Gully Landslide
Yesterday a large expanse of mud, nearly 3 ft. deep, slid about 350 yds. downhill in
Brooke's Gully, where creeks and springs have been flowing strongly since the
earthquake.
Mr. S. O. Fendler, who has a property in Brooke's Gully, near the Eagle on the Hill
hotel, on the main Stirling road, discovered the landslide about 6.30 a.m. when he
went to milk his cows. Part of it covered nearly an acre of his potato crop valued at
£75.
The grey mud had swept down the hill on a 25 yard front and finished only 30 ft. from
a shed containing a truck-load of potatoes and valuable machinery. Trees and shrubs
were uprooted and swept down the hill by the slide. Mr. Fendler said that only the day
previously he had climbed the hill to inspect a water hole because the pipes had run
dry. He had found the walls of the dam were badly cracked — in some places the
cracks were a foot wide— and he believed that this had been caused by
the earthquake.
Because creeks and springs had been flowing strongly since the earthquake, he had
not needed to pump water to the potatoes. Mr. Fendler reported late last night that the
water was flowing freely from new springs and he had temporarily abandoned
attempts to drain it away.
The South Australian Mines Departments spokesman, Mr. Kerr Grant, proposed the cause of
the earthquake, a model just as relevant today, post plate tectonics. He said that:
…the March earthquake and the four other earthquakes of comparable intensity in
SA, since 1897, seemed to be the very last stages of a great fracturing of the earth's
crust. 'This fracturing.' he said, 'was responsible for the formation of the Adelaide Hills
and Flinders Ranges and the 'down-buckling' which caused Spencer and St. Vincent
Gulfs to be depressed below sea level.' Mr. Kerr Grant said the earth movement along
the Eden fault line, which caused the March earthquake, appeared to have been no
more than an inch or two. This opinion was based on the inspection of a number of
cracks which had appeared in the ground in several places near the foothills.
'Movement appears to have taken place near the surface near Darlington and
Beaumont, but, between these places, only at deeper levels along the fault line.'
Mr Kerr Grant also warned (nearly 60 years ago now) that: Adelaide would probably experience
"a few more earthquakes during the next few hundred years."
1954 03 02 20:17 UTC, Adelaide aftershock(s)

The Adelaide Advertiser of Thursday 4 March 1954, page 1, published an account of several
small aftershocks within 48 hours of the mainshock and listed the places that reported feeling
them, the most widely felt event occurred between 5:45 and 5:50 am local time on 3rd March.
Plotting the felt reports gives a fairly tight epicentre location for this aftershock, and by inference,
the mainshock.
Figure 18 The isoseismal map shown here
indicates where the shaking was reported
from which the magnitude was about
computed at about 2.6 ±0.3.
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Discussion
Human activities are increasingly leading to earthquakes, whether by pumping fluids
underground for waste disposal or geothermal reservoir production, filling large reservoirs or
removing underground coal and minerals by mining. Historically mining has shown a capacity to
induce earthquakes, the coal mines of NSW and Queensland as well as the hard rock mines in
NSW, SA and WA and more recently fracking operations in coal-rich areas. Such operations
should be monitored closely with dense networks of seismographs, the data made publicly
available. Whether they impact the natural occurrence of earthquakes we don’t know.
This paper focuses on tectonic earthquakes. It is a companion to the much larger dataset
worked on by Malpas (1993) which itself followed on from the annual reports of the Australasian
Association for the Advancement of Science in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Newspapers prior to WWI were usually more useful than subsequent newspapers, they included
many country reports whereas the later papers seem to be more focused on the cities. More
data will improve all of the events studied in this paper and no doubt this information will come
to light in the future, there is always scope for improvement as Underwood (1972) pointed out
40 years ago.

Small earthquakes near the cities are as important as larger rural earthquakes to improve risk
assessments to those cities, especially if the events can be associated with mapped faults, such
as we have done with the near Adelaide 1904 earthquake and 1954 aftershock.
Why some earthquakes have aftershocks and others not is debatable; the 1897 earthquake had
thousands of aftershocks lasting decades whilst the 1954 Adelaide earthquake had just a few
tiny aftershocks in the immediate 48 hours after the mainshock. These aftershocks can
potentially tell us things about the mainshock mechanism, the epicentre, the fault that failed and
the focal depth, things that we may not learn during the mainshock, especially before broadband
wide-dynamic range seismometers and accelerometers were installed.
There is a curious coincidence of earthquakes in different parts of SA, notably in 1902 when a
strongly felt earthquake near Hawker in the mid-north was followed in less than 24 hours by the
so-called Warooka earthquake. Again in 1911 there were closely spaced earthquakes on Eyre
Peninsula and St Vincent Gulf. Perhaps these would not be so remarkable had they not all been
felt in Adelaide.
There are earthquakes reported in most years, 16 in 1895, 17 in 1902 not including aftershocks
of the ‘Warooka’ earthquake for example but there is a 10-year gap in the period 1922 to 1931
that seems to be real. South-central South Australia does appear to have more small
earthquakes than other parts of Australia of similar area.
The MM intensity values can be used directly in a hazard analysis, many modern conversions
can be made of intensity to a parameter more
usable by an engineer such as spectral
acceleration amplitude. In the figure are plotted the
maximum intensities observed in Adelaide over the
last 173 years on an extreme value plot ie the
maximum intensity in any year re-ordered by
intensity. This is a reasonably long sample
compared with the recorded earthquake magnitude
catalogue and the issues of completeness of the
dataset are small, impossible that a strong
earthquake has been missed by all researchers.
Figure 19 Extreme value plot of MM Intensity against
probability of exceedance P where P is the inverse of the
return period T (by definition) and lnT = -lnP.
The equation of the line of best fit reordered to predict the intensity for any return period T=1/P is (where
x=I the MM Intensity and y is lnP where P is the exceedance probability:
I = 0.6 + 1.3LnT

Table 1 Predictions of MM intensity at Adelaide for representative return periods
Return Period T

LnP = -lnT

Maximum Intensity Adelaide

10 years

-2.3

3 to 4

100 years

-4.6

6 to 7

500 years

-6.2

8 to 9

1000 years

-6.9

9 to 10

At face value this analysis of historical information implies that an earthquake would be felt in
Adelaide on average every 10 years or so, the city might suffer minor damage every 100 years
or so and severe damage every thousand years or so. Expressed another way, the numbers
suggest that in any 100 years period, there is a 67% chance of Adelaide suffering some

damage or a 33% chance of no damage, and approximately a 10% chance of suffering a
destructive earthquake. This assessment would seem to put Adelaide into a similar earthquake
hazard rating as Christchurch New Zealand, both intraplate settings.
The earthquake database extended by historical studies should be used when evaluating
earthquake hazard in Australia, to ignore all this information in unconscionable. Would any
hazard evaluation of California not consider the 1906 San Francisco earthquake? or of New
Zealand ignore the 1855 Wellington earthquake? In Canada a prehistoric earthquake dominates
the hazard rating of Vancouver. The 1897 Kingston, 1902 Gulf St Vincent or 1954 Adelaide
earthquakes should not be disregarded in a hazard assessment of Adelaide or the South-east.
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Appendix 1 South Australian earthquakes discussed in this paper
Table 2, Epicentre parameters and magnitude, derived from newspaper reports and felt area
Date
1840 03 31
1849 02 10
1859 06 30
1860 04 28
1860 06 01
1862 01 04
1862 03 19
1862 12 14#
1863 04 15
1863 05 30
1863 07 21
1863 10 03
1863 11 29
1882 05 12
1884 06 24
1896 05 04
1896 08 22
1897 05 10
1897 06 01a
1897 06 01a
1897 06 03a
1897 06 18a
1902 02 13
1902 05 07
1902 06 05
1902 09 19
1903 06 01#
1904 02 01a
1904 09 21
1904 11 14
1906 04 19
1907 05 17
1907 05 29
1907 12 14
1911 10 24^
1911 10 26#
1913 12 01
1917 06 28
1918 05 08
1918 11 05
1922 10 10
1930 02 04
1931 07 24
1932 04 06
1941 03 30
1945 12 30
1948 08 06
1953 09 23
1954 02 28
1954 03 02a
1954 09 02a

Time* (UTC)
07:00
11:00
21:00
Morning
13:20
14:15
05:30
21:30
12:30
17:00
09:00
Morning
05:00
05:45
18:00
05:45
02:49
05:26
09:45
10:00
13:00
14:35
16:30
05:10
22:35
10:35
19:15
21:30
13:45
12:36
05:30
09:25
22:58
09:50
12:10
09:40
16:15
13:09
10:06
00:45
16:58
13:05
00:58
08:55
06:50
15:30
03:29
06:30
18:09:52
20:17
19:04

Lat°S
35.0
34.5
34.5
34.4
34.8
36.8
35.0
34.1
35.1
34.3
32.5
37.7
34.4
35.0
32.9
36.6
33.7
37.33
37.5
0530
37.5
37.5
33.0
33.25
33.1
35.0
35.05
37.5
31.75
35.0
46.5
35.35
37.2
32.45
35.3
34.0
36.8
34.9
32.7
33.6
35.2
31.2
34.6
34.8
34.1
38.0
37.36
34.0
35.0
35.0
35.0

Long°E
138.7
138.8
138.8
139.2
138.5
139.8
138.6
138.8
138.5
138.9
137.5
141.0
139.3
137.25
138.2
140.0
138.9
139.75
140.0
140.0
140.0
140.0
138.5
140.0
138.4
138.2
138.71
140.0
138.5
138.6
141.4
138.65
140.8
138.55
138.3
136.6
139.8
138.9
139.6
139.0
139.0
132.5
138.6
138.9
139.0
141.4
139.68
136.4
138.6
138.7
138.7

Mag
4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.8
3.2
3.8
3.5
3.0
4.0
3.5
3.5
3.0
4.0
4.0
4.2
6.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
4.5
3.6
5.5
3.0
6.0
3.0
3.5
4.5
3.4
6
3.0
4.5
4.5
4.1
5.3
3.5
3.5
3.9
5.0
4.0
5.0
4.5
3.0
3.2
4.2
5.5
4.8
5
2.6
3.5

Location
Adelaide region
Gawler region
Gawler region
Truro, explosion of 3 barrels of gunpowder
Port Adelaide
Lacepede Bay, Kingston
South of Adelaide. Eden-Burnside fault
Clare, Auburn, Kapunda area
Morphett Vale
Kapunda
SW Port Augusta, Eyre Peninsula
Vic/SA border region in South-East
Finniss Vale – Palmer Fault
Corney Point and Warooka
Mid-North near Appila
Kingston South-east
Burra/Kooringa
Kingston, Robe, Beachport
Robe/Beachport
Robe/Beachport
Robe/Beachport
Robe/Beachport
Caltowie
Eastern South Australia
Caltowie
Gulf St Vincent
Echunga
Kingston aftershock
Hawker
Blackwood, Eden-Burnside Fault
Near plate boundary, south SA/Vic border
Mt Compass, Meadows Fault
Naracoorte, Lucindale
Carrieton
Off shore Aldinga, Gulf St Vincent
Near Cleve Eyre Peninsula
Kingston South-East
Lobethal, Adelaide Hills
Eurelia, Peterborough
Eudunda (but possibly Burra)
Strathalbyn
Koonibba and Ooldea
Two Wells, north of Adelaide
Gumeracha
Eudunda
SA/Victoria border region
Robe South-East
Eyre Peninsula
Adelaide
Adelaide aftershock – see Malpas
Adelaide region

Note
* Prior to 1895 when CST was adopted, time is taken as Meridian time about 9 hour earlier than
Greenwich time,
# Malpas (1993) has compiled a more comprehensive isoseismal map
^ The Malpas epicentre is on Eyre Peninsula, near the next listed earthquake.

Appendix 2 Time in Australia
(abridged from Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_in_Australia)
The standardisation of time in Australia began in 1892. Prior to that date meridian time was
used when Adelaide at longitude 138.6°E was 9hours 14min ahead of Greenwich. I have used
9hours here i.e. 1 hour behind Sydney Time. The Dominions enacted time zone legislation,
adopting Greenwich as the standard Meridian, effective from February 1895. The clocks were
set ahead of GMT by nine hours in South Australia (and the Northern Territory, which it
governed); the time zone became known as Central Standard Time.
In May 1899, South Australia advanced Central Standard Time by thirty minutes. When the
Northern Territory was separated from South Australia and placed under the jurisdiction of the
Federal Government, that Territory kept Central Standard Time.

